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Second Major 

Section 

of the Cycle:

Initiation



Remember this point:

Heroes agree to leave their old
lives, allowing their former 

selves to die, so that they can 

be reborn, or change.



Stage 6:

Road of  

Trials



Campbell says, “Once having 

traversed the threshold, the 

hero … must survive a 

succession of trials.”



The hero must put aside 

expectations from his/her old 

life to acquire new skills.



The hero must submit
to the intolerable.



Dragons must 

be slain.



Victories won.



Barriers passed.



Ecstasies 

experienced.



Usually the trials come in 

series of three.



Stage 7:

Meeting

with the 

Goddess



The goddess teaches the 

hero an important lesson.



She is frequently young
and/or beautiful.



She does not have to 

be an actual goddess, 

such as the Greek 

Athena or the 

Egyptian Isis.



Any strong 
female or 

feminine force
meets the 

requirements for 

this stage.



Campbell says the 

goddess “guides [the 

hero] to burst 
his fetters.”





Typically, the “fetters” 

are a way of thinking 
that limits the hero’s 

ability to reach 

maximum potential.



Stage 8:

Woman as 

Temptress



Woman is the metaphor for the physical or 

material temptations of life.



Campbell says, “Not even 

monastery walls, … not even 

the remoteness of the desert, 

can defend against female 
presences; for as long as the 

[hero’s] flesh clings to his bones 

and pulses warm, the images of 
life are alert to storm his mind.”



A temptation tries 

to lead the hero off his/her

path of adventure.



The “woman” 

can be a 

female …



… or a feminine force …



… or a temptation
representing lust, comfort, 
and/or lack of spirituality ...





Stage 9:

Atonement 

with the 

Father



Atonement = 

at + one + ment



The hero 

encounters 

his biological
father, a 

father figure, 

a strong male 
presence, or 

someone or 

something 

with 

incredible 
power.



At first, the “father” 

represents what the hero 

despises or 

disagrees with.





The hero realizes, however, that he 

too has the same characteristic(s).



Stage 10:

Apotheosis



Exaltation to divine rank or 

stature; deification



The hero acquires superhuman 
powers that allow him/her to 

accomplish things once thought 
impossible.



Stage 11:

The 

Ultimate 

Boon



All previous steps have prepared
and purified the hero for the boon.



A difficult task
is accomplished 

with great ease
as the hero draws 

on his/her 

superhuman powers.



Campbell says, “The ease with 

which the adventure is here 

accomplished signifies that the 

hero is a superior man, a born 
king. Where the usual hero 

would face a test, the elect
encounters no delaying 
obstacle and makes no 

mistake.”



No 
problem!



The boon is 

sometimes 

the goal of 

the 

adventure—

a magical 

elixir, the 

holy grail, a 

golden 

fleece.



End of Initiation


